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Abstract

Despite the efforts placed by major European cities to optimize public transportation, traffic data analytics often disregard vital situational context. This work proposes a methodology to integrate situational context (including public events, planned interventions and citizen notifications) in the analysis of public transport data. The major contributions are the: online consolidation and labeling of heterogeneous sources of context; calendar-driven statistical modeling of expected traffic behavior; and the integrative display of traffic and its situational context, accompanied by spatiotemporal navigation and zooming facilities. Preliminary results collected from the Lisbon’s subway network system shows the relevance of these contributions to support context-sensitive decisions.
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1. Introduction

Mobility in most European capital cities is not yet sustainable. In last years, the Lisbon City Council (CML) established acute efforts to collect all available traffic data and their situational context to tackle this issue. The situational context consists of public events (including sport events, large-scale congresses and cultural activities), interdictions (scheduled construction works, accidents and citizen notifications), city urban planning maps, amongst other activities with potential impact on mobility. The integrative analysis of traffic data with these sources of situational context data offers unique opportunities for understanding traffic dynamics and, under the knowledge of upcoming events or scheduled activities, both short- and long-term public transportation planning.

Despite the relevance of context-sensitive analysis of public traffic data, major drawbacks are typically observed. First, situational context is absent from traffic data analysis. Second, sources of situational context data are either private, dispersed or unavailable. Third, traffic data can be analyzed using multiple temporal-spatial-modal resolutions, leading to voluminous and hardly usable results. Finally, ground-reference traffic behavior (to study meaningful traffic deviations) is not always adequately modeled. These challenges prevent a comprehensive, actionable and real-time understanding of traffic dynamics, leading to inefficiencies in the mobility system.

To address these challenges, this work develops a decision support system laid on five major contributions:

1) consolidation of traffic data from the Lisbon subway operator (METRO) with a comprehensive range of situational context data sources provided at the Open Data portal by the Lisbon City Council;
2) online analytics, grounded on the updatable retrieval and automatic labeling (in accordance with the spatial, temporal and modal footprint) of context data;
3) sound modeling of traffic behavior using calendar-guided statistical models for multivariate time series data;
4) integrative display of (both expected and observed) traffic and its situational context, accompanied by temporal navigation and zooming facilities; and
5) hierarchical views on traffic data analytics (aggregations available at station-route-region levels, for both entry and exit ticket validations) to support both citizen and operational decisions.

Context-sensitive analytics are critical to support public transport reinforcements, waiting time recommendations, sustainable transport planning, real-time messaging alerts, and data-centric coordination between authorities.

The proposed contributions ensure extensibility to other traffic modalities and scalability to other cities in Europe. Once the deployment stage is concluded at Lisbon, these contributions will be made available within an auditable decision support system, attemptively deployed over the Portuguese National Infrastructure for Distributed Computing (INCD), to be used by the municipalities and later available to the Lisbon citizens and visitors.

The manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys relevant related work. Section 3 describes the proposed methodology. Section 4 gathers preliminary results and implications. Finally, concluding remarks are drawn.
2. Related work

Public traffic data is complex, often being multivariate, spatial, temporal, and sparse. City traffic data – whether road, rail, river or pedestrian – is dependent on the situational context, including sport/cultural events, traffic interdictions, urban planning, weather, among others. To understand urban mobility patterns, such contextualizing factors should be integrated in traffic data analytics. In literature, advances come from both the dedicated analysis of traffic data and the analysis of context-enriched traffic data. In both research streams, contributions can be categorized according to the target task: descriptive, predictive and/or prescriptive. Descriptive analytics aim at summarizing and extracting non-trivial, meaningful and statistically significant relations from urban data, including deviant, periodic and emerging spatiotemporal patterns (Li, 2014); predictive analytics aim at forecasting mobility dynamics; and prescriptive analytics aim at supporting decisions using optimization and control views.

Traffic data analytics. In the area of descriptive analytics, contributions on modeling traffic behavior are divided along three major lines: classical statistical modeling, machine learning-based modeling, and hybrid modeling. In the first line, autoregressive, moving average and smoothing models are popular techniques used since 1970s with diverse applications on modeling (and forecasting) the volume and speed traffic data (Ahmed, 1979; Kumar, 2015; Williams, 2003; Wang, 2017; Pan, 2012). Their main drawback is the need of a significant amount of historical data to fit a good model. The second line, machine learning-based modeling, encompasses contributions from temporal pattern mining, multivariate time series analysis and subspace clustering (Higgs, 2014; Park, 2015; Lin, 2019; Cui, 2019; Yan, 2017). Despite their relevance, these models generally provide local views on traffic behavior. Research on the third line, hybrid modeling, explores synergies between approaches on the previous two lines (Wang, 2013; Li, 2018). Complementarily, visual analytic systems have been proposed for different mobility problems such as congestion patterns from mobile data, traffic dynamics from loop counters (Wang, 2014), or even social human activities (Sagl, 2012). We refer to (Zheng, 2016) for an overview of methods and applications of visual analytics on urban data. Beyond descriptive analytics, research on predictive analytics has seen recent breakthroughs from deep learning research, with increasing attempts able to explore the inherent spatial and temporal nature of traffic data (Bandara, 2017; Mehta, 2017; Tian, 2015; Lv, 2014; Song, 2016; Wang, 2017, Yu, 2017, Chen, 2018). For a survey on this area, the reader is invited to consult (Lana, 2018; Suhas, 2017). Research on prescriptive analytics has seen recent advances led by the embracing of multi-agent system aspects, such as (deep) reinforcement learning, into the traditional simulation, control and optimization views (Aslani, 2017). Differently from our proposal, to our knowledge, none of the surveyed works consider situational context.

Context-enriched analytics. Different types of situational context have been considered in some previous works, namely: weather data (Soua, 2016); accident and weather context information derived from social media data recurring to natural language processing techniques (Tang, 2019; Wibisono, 2012); planned events such as festivals and sports matches (Rodrigues, 2016; Kwocezk, 2014); combinations of heterogeneous sources of context information such as planned events and weather data (Tempelmeier, 2019). Sagl (2015) discusses the challenge of integrating spatiotemporal contextual information, highlighting that the diverse nature of this data can be understood as a crucial factor in the development of smart cities. The field of context-sensitive traffic analytics has been less explored given the challenges it imposes (identification and sourcing relevant contexts, learning from heterogeneous data, etc.). However, the inclusion of this information is of paramount importance to explain mobility behavior and even reach better descriptive-and-predictive models and optimization routines. Contrasting to our approach, to our knowledge, none of these works support analyzes of deviant behavior along historical data, neither present a context-enriched display of traffic behavior with temporal and spatial navigation facilities.

3. Proposed Methodology

Traffic data. The traffic modality considered to motivate our contributions is Lisbon’s subway usage (validation at the entry and exit stations) provided by METRO under an agreement between INESC-ID and the Lisbon City Council (CML) in the context of the ILU project. The subway network has 50 stations distributed in four lines, operating from 6am to 1am. Illustrating, when considering cumulative validations every 15 minutes, subway traffic data (passenger volume data) is seen as multivariate time series data with 75 data points per day (6am–1am) and multivariate order dependent on stations or station-groups of interest. Fig.1 depicts the total amount of entrances at Alameda station in October, 2018. It is noticeable calendar-specific aspects, such as different usage patterns between work days (blue) and weekends (green), and also a holyday (orange) in the Friday of the first week.
Missing imputation was applied using interpolation weighted by calendar-driven auto-regression. Missings related with annotated events (e.g. underground strike in October 18\textsuperscript{th}, 6-9h30am) were discarded (no passenger volume).

**Online retrieval and labeling of situational context data.** The proposed tool builds upon the already established efforts of the Lisbon City Council (CML) to collect all relevant events taking place in the city. These events are stored using semi-structured representations (JSON) at the Lisboa Aberta portal\textsuperscript{*}. In this work, we consider: congresses*, sport events, Lisbon cultural agenda (concerts, exhibitions and other activities*), accidents, scheduled construction works, and citizen notifications at Na minha rua portal.

A periodic routine to read new information from these diverse and heterogeneous sources of situational context data is implemented for an automatic and integrative display of traffic data and their situational context. In addition, the retrieved events are automatically annotated in accordance with their category and the duration of the event is placed in accordance with the information available or augmented in the presence of user rules. One illustrative rule is the specification that sport events approximately impacts entry validations at public transport 60min-5min before the game and 0-30mins after the game.

**Traffic behavior modeling.** Observed versus modeled traffic behavior was assessed using: 1) different methods (Holt-Winters, SARIMAX and recurrent neural networks), 2) calendar-free vs specific (e.g. workday, day of week, holiday, undifferentiated), 3) small vs. lengthy partitions (from 72 to 2232 points), 4) diverse time granularities (windows of minutes to hours) and spatial granularities (station-specific, region-specific, line-specific and all-network). To guarantee proper generalization, Holt-Winters and neural networks were learned using a k-fold cross-validation schema on a rolling basis ($n$ training + $h$ testing subsequent points, shifted $h$ time points per fold).

Holt-Winters modeling/forecasting technique was observed to be the most competitive technique, inherently able to use triple exponential smoothing to deal with both seasonal and emerging trend components of subway traffic.

**Integrative display with spatiotemporal navigation.** A tool able to incorporate previous requirements (traffic modeling, online context gathering and integrative display) was developed in Python and augment with essential utilities to support spatiotemporal navigation. First, chart zoom and drag facilities are provided. Also, a timeline is available for a usable selection of calendar specific intervals (see Fig.2). Second, the tool allows the individual selection of stations to simultaneously display to establish comparisons. Stations can be alternatively selected using map-based facilities.

**Others.** The listed functionalities offer this system’s stakeholders (whether municipalities or operator’s operational and strategic teams) a robust way to detect deviant behavior and study correlations against traffic’s situational context. In addition, the tool supports traffic analytics at different granularities, allowing aggregated traffic data analysis for station-sets, subway lines or at the full network level.

4. Results

We undertake a comprehensive analysis to identify the best statistical models of subway usage from multivariate time series data. Mean absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) were collected. In accordance with our methodology, situational context was dynamically integrated.

Fig.2 provides a graphical view of the observed versus estimated traffic using the best performing statistical model on RMSE (Holt-Winters, 20 calendar-specific days, 15 minutes granularity) for three stations and one line (red line). We select specific days where large sport events took place to understand their impact on subway usage.

Fig. 3 Observed versus expected passenger volume (validations at exit stations every 15 minutes; calendar-driven Holt-Winters) around large sport events at: a) Campo Grande, b) Alto dos Moinhos, c) Alameda, and d) all RED line stations. RMSE, MAPE and MAE displayed.

The expected/reference traffic behavior appears to be robustly estimated given the high variability of the time series and the fact that we did not exclude context-specific variations from the estimations. In periods without situational context, RMSE and MAE generally account for the less than 7% of the real/observed traffic. We hypothesize the error to nearly fully explained by daily/irregular variations and context-specific variations.

Figures 3a and 3b are examples of the impact that sport events (events at the Benfica and Sporting stadiums, respectively) have in the subway traffic of specific station (Campo Grande and Alto dos Moinhos, respectively). On a contrary stance, Figures 3c and 3d show that this traffic disruption due to sport events is not observed at some stations (Alameda in Fig.3d) and metropolitan lines (red line in Fig.3c). These visuals pertain to ticket validations at the exiting station(s).

The gathered results show the relevance of integrative traffic data analytics where situational context is combined. In addition, the online retrieval and labeling of context data should be fully automated once rules pertaining to the timeline impact of specific events is specified. Finally, functional requirements guaranteed the usability of user experience while navigating throughout different types of situational context, timelines and regions (see Fig.2).

The introduced tool for context-sensitive traffic analysis supports the assessment of how deviant traffic behavior is correlated with targeted sources of situational context. Deviant traffic behavior that is not explained by the gathered situational context can be marked and its cause can be traced in order to identify whether any additional source of context is being neglected by our system and whether it can be incorporated. The spatiotemporal navigation utilities were shown to facilitate the retrieval of context-specific traffic behavior and thus support decisions pertaining the strengthening of public transportation during planned/upcoming events of interest. In the context of Lisbon’s subway network, non-trivial context-specific patterns of passenger usage were observed.

5. Conclusion

A novel methodology for the online analysis of traffic data against its situational context is proposed. This work explores the unique opportunities arising from current public efforts at Lisbon of gathering historic and prospective city events (including large-scale public events and interdictions) in semi-structured repositories. To this end, we provide a tool able to gather and label these events in real-time and integrate their display with traffic data analytics.

The gathered results and conducted validation near planning experts confirm the criticality of context-sensitive analytics and their augmentation with robustly modeled reference traffic behavior, as well as both geographical and temporal navigation facilities to support both short-term and long-term planning decisions.

Four major future directions are identified: 1) the extension of the proposed methodology for multi-modal traffic data analysis; 2) the context-sensitive modeling of expected behavior based on the selective recollection of historical data with analogous context; 3) the automatic detection of anomalous behavior; and 4) the context-sensitive forecasting of traffic data in the presence of planned events.
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